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- **Mean Hits** vs. **Standards**
- Standards I to XIII
- Comparative analysis of mean hits across different standards
Categorical Concurrence
State F History Standards

I. Civil War & Reconstruction causes, event, and effects
II. Immigration on American society impact
III. U.S. industrial revolution causes & effects
IV. U.S. changing role in world affairs, 1898-1930
V. Social, cultural, economic & technological ideas & events of 1920s & 1930s
VI. Great Depression causes & effects
VII. WW II causes, events, leaders, & effects
VIII. U.S. Foreign policy since WW II
IX. U.S. Economic, social, & political transformation since WW II
XI. Change in principles & structures in the U.S. Constitution since 1850
XIII. Social studies, research skills
Depth-of-Knowledge Consistency State F
End of Instruction History External Reviewers
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Range-of-Knowledge Correspondence State F
End of Instruction History External Reviewers
Categorical Concurrence State F
End of Instruction History Internal Reviewers
Categorical Concurrence
State F History Standards

I. Civil War & Reconstruction causes, event, and effects
II. Immigration on American society impact
III. U.S. industrial revolution causes & effects
IV. U.S. changing role in world affairs, 1898-1930
V. Social, cultural, economic & technological ideas & events of 1920s & 1930s
VI. Great Depression causes & effects
VII. WW II causes, events, leaders, & effects
VIII. U.S. Foreign policy since WW II
IX. U.S. Economic, social, & political transformation since WW II
X. Change in principles & structures in the U.S. Constitution since 1850
XIII. Social studies, research skills
Depth-of-Knowledge Consistency State F
End of Instruction History Internal Reviewers

![Bar chart showing mean % hits across different standards]

- Y-axis: Mean % Hits
- X-axis: Standards
- Color codes:
  - Green: % Under
  - Blue: % At
  - Purple: % Above
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